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EU & Far Right Political Parties 

´ Far right parties are strong critics of the EU, however, 
they also benefit enormously from the process of 
European integration. 

´ As members of the European Parliament, they have had 
access to important financial resources. As MEPs, they 
have also had opportunities to build transnational links 
with likeminded parties. 

´ Somewhat paradoxically, then, the EU has provided 
strong Eurosceptic actors with the symbolic and material 
resources to become more prominent. 

(Marta Lorimer 2020).



Theories & Methodology 

Theories 
´ Liminality (being between/betwixt)

´ Schismogenesis (creation of division/conflict)

Methodology 
Employ the content analysis methodology to study published documents and 
communications and to analyse the information contents and online data.



Newgrange is a 5,200 year old passage tomb 
located in the Boyne Valley, County Meath





‘Betwixt’ and ‘Between’ 



- Prolonged Liminality 

- Permanent Liminality 

Social isolation
Fear 
Dependency
Uncertainty
Emotional disturbance
Pathological mental health consequences 



Liminality and the public sphere

Society 
and 

‘Culture’

The public sphere + 
Trickster = The 

‘liminoid’ condition 
of Prolonged or 

permanent 
liminality’

Liminality ((Turner 
1967)

A forest of symbols, signs, 
images and memories 



How Spain’s far-right Vox party 
copies Nazi propaganda 
techniques?
.

´ It should be noted 
that this €4,208 
money is handed to 
the organizations 
responsible for the 
care of these 
minors.

´ Among the migrant 
minors, 269 have 
arrived in Spain 
unaccompanied by 
an adult, amounting 
to 7.2% of the total.

https://english.elpais.com/spanish_news/2021-03-26/canary-islands-migrant-protection-system-unprepared-for-surge-in-underage-arrivals.html












Posters promoted by the Swiss 
People's Party featured a woman 
in a black niqab and captions 
such as "Stop extremism!" and 
"Stop radical Islam!"!

´ Switzerland has narrowly 
voted in favour of banning 
face coverings in public, 
including the burka or niqab 
worn by Muslim women.

´ Official results showed the 
measure had passed by 
51.2% to 48.8% in Sunday's 
referendum. (BBC 7 March 
2021)



Social Media
´ As social media have come to dominate socio-political landscapes in 

almost every corner of the world, new and old racist practices increasingly 
take place on these platforms. 

´ Racist speech thrives on social media, including through covert tactics such 
as the weaponization of memes (Lamerichs et al. 2018) and use of fake 
identities to incite racist hatred (Farkas et al. 2018). 

´ Facebook helps in spreading old and new forms of abuse, hate, and 
discrimination (Noble and Tynes 2016; Matamoros-Fernández 2017; Patton 
et al. 2017).

´ Reddit gives rise to toxic subcultures (Chandrasekharan et al. 2017; 
Massanari 2015), 

´ YouTube to a network of reactionary right racist influencers (Murthy and 
Sharma 2019; Johns 2017), and coordinated harassment is pervasive on 
Twitter (Shepherd et al. 2015). Users also (re)produce racism through
seemingly benign practices, such as the use of emoji (Matamoros-
Fernández 2018) and GIFs (Jackson 2017).



https://www.google.com/maps/d/embed?mid=1L8
Fih2CA4UtOmsbuuaITIr9njVzdIs1h&w=640&h=480&ll=
45.00245856610214%2C29.1955659495585&z=2

https://www.google.com/maps/d/embed?mid=1L8Fih2CA4UtOmsbuuaITIr9njVzdIs1h&w=640&h=480&ll=45.00245856610214%2C29.1955659495585&z=2


An image of 
Afghanistan’s first 
female police officer is 
being used to promote 
an anti-burqa 
campaign by the 
Britain First party, 
causing uproar against 
the far-right nationalist 
political movement.
The photographer who 
took the picture, 
Canadian Lana Slezic, 
said she was informed 
of her photo being 
used by Britain First 
without her permission 
from various media 
outlets.



Conclusion 

´ Unlike in the pre–civil rights time, when racial discrimination was 
widespread and overt, today it is less identifiable and covert.

´ if the rise of the far-right political parties in EU will continue and they 
will receive more financial and political powers, we will face a  
schismognic process that controlling it will be extremely difficult in 
the future and may induce prolonged or permanent liminality.

´ To prevent this, EU institutions, national governments and the media 
must use all opportunities to lead people in a right path rather than 
providing platforms to the far-right political parties. They must show 
genuine care for the whole community, without any discrimination 
and exclusion, and must strengthened the sense of caring, sharing 
and gift giving.


